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Field Trip to False Cape State Park
The students enjoyed a fabulous four-day trip to False
Cape State Park and Colonial Williamsburg. We could
feel the excitement in the air as we pulled up to our
lodging: A beach house overlooking the bay! Although
it was cold and windy, all the students braved the ocean
and played on the sand dunes. Our second day, expert
naturalists led the students on an edible and medicinal
tour of the local plant life. The students also explored
the marine life, catching various aquatic creatures, such
as mud minnows, crabs and shrimp and delighted in
building habitats out of sand. On the third day, we visited a historic church site and graveyard, then had a nice
trail run back to the house. During our time at False
Cape, the students prepared all of the meals, practiced
table manners, and cleaned up afterwards. Our theme
for the entire week was “what it means to be a man,”
with several devotions on this topic. The final day we
headed to Colonial Williamsburg where the students listened to James Madison, toured several buildings, were
given instruction on acting like a colonial gentleman, and
learned about many colonial crafts.

BCBS is on the move! Spring has brought new horizons for Buffalo Creek! Having outgrown our farm campus,
Lexington Baptist Church has offered its education wing as a transitional location for the school. Renovations
are almost complete as we look forward to the exciting opportunity that awaits...ballfields, gymnasium, pavilion, chapel, large classrooms...Thank you, LBC!
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Poetry
The final quarter of language arts is always devoted to the
study and writing of poetry. The upper school literature class
is reading "You Come Too" by Robert Frost, a collection of poems written for young folks, perfect for studying imagery,
themes and the beauty of the written word.

Barn Dances
The BCBS Barn Theater has resounded with stomping, lively
square dance music, contra tunes, waltzes and polkas for the
past six weeks as students
learned various styles of
dance. Another new sound
on campus has been the
voices of young ladies from
Boomerang Gang Homeschool Co-op, who have
joined us for dance lessons.
Having dreaded this music
course all year, our young
men have had a change of
heart; they are enjoying
themselves immensely and
learning to be gentlemen and
dance leaders.

“Camping at the Cabin”
Wet tents disturbs sleep,
Dam building makes water hole deep.
The March plunge was
freezing cold,
Only for the brave and
bold.
Wading up the creek
With sopping feet.
Swinging on grapevines
In a forest of pines.
Scanning the forest floor
For bright red teaberries galore.
Lost our way hunting for deer "sheds,"
All we found were dead deer heads.
Tied and stretched a large cowhide,
Scraping its meat in the heat. "The stench!" I cried.
Flint-knapping rocks in the sun,
Five-hour Risk game was so fun.
Roasting hot dogs and marshmallows by the fireside,
Intense Mafia game; people died and the Mafia lied.
This all happened in two days.
There is no way!
—By 5th Grade Class

Keeping In Stitches
Stitchery, a regular part of our curriculum, teaches dexterity and useful skills, such as sewing on buttons. The lower
school learned three hand stitches through projects such as leather coasters, stuffed animals and pillows. The upper school learned to use both the leather and fabric sewing machines for their projects. This year they have made
ammunition sashes, a wallet, and are now beginning a quilt.

Let’s Go Fly a Kite!
In tinker class, the students made kites out of bamboo poles and craft paper. A windy spring day was perfect for
testing them in the huge field on campus. It was a "Norman Rockwell” setting, with boys racing through the grass
with their kites, working in teams to lift the stragglers, chasing the soaring kites, and repairing others to fly again.
What simple delights bring jubilation to a boy’s heart!

Interdisciplinary: Colonial Crafts
The interdisciplinary class this quarter, Colonial Crafts, supported
our study of American history. The students have learned a great
variety of crafts. They butchered a rooster, including plucking and
cleaning it. It is important for the students to understand more
about where their food comes from. The boys also had a log cabin
tutorial. They chose a notching
technique and began building
miniature cabins. During a trip
to the Wilderness Camp, the
boys learned the process of
tanning a cowhide and were
visited by a master bowmaker
and flintknapper, Pete Atkins,
who described the bow making
process, showed them how to
make arrowheads, and provided some flintknapping tools for
the school. Pete also showed
the boys how to use a native American weapon called the atlatl. Later on in Tinker class, the students made their own atlatls.
The students also had the opportunity to visit a local blacksmith
who taught them the basics of his craft, and instructed as they
forged their own hooks. It was a valuable lesson for the students to
see someone turn their passion into full-time work. A local basket
maker, Anna Lisa Fitzgerald, taught students the various materials
and uses for baskets and helped as they made their own baskets. Most recently, the students learned from a presentation by
Revolutionary War re-enactor, Greg Jewett. His talk and display
gave students a fuller understanding of life as a soldier in their fight
for independence.

Baseball
As students finished their baseball unit in P.E., it was great
to see how they improved weekly in all aspects of the game.
They finished the unit by dividing into their ‘houses’ and
playing a seven-inning game. Both teams put in a great
effort, but at the end of the week, House Joseph was awarded the BCBS baseball trophy as champions!
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